Brio review team bhp

Honda was always in need to hit the small hatch segment and that was answered by the Brio. It
was the small hatch of the small hatches. Small, usable, idea for the city and efficient and
reliable thanks to Honda. The Brio came out in and was an instant hit. But as time passed so did
the sales figures. Now in Honda has introduced the new Brio. What are the changes in the new
Honda Brio ? Are there any additional features? We share our detailed review of the new Honda
Brio There is a fibre strip connecting both headlamps with a Honda logo in the centre that looks
like the mustache of Bhagat Singh. There is a thin chrome strip at the base of the grill that is
almost non existent. The bumper now scoops a bit forward and the housing for the fog lamps is
now spearheaded facing inwards. The front and rear wheel arches bulge a bit outside for a more
sportier feel. There is a sharp strip the flow from the front wheel arch diagonally to the C-Pillar
and adds a bit of sophistication. The black B-Pillar looks quite sporty. The five twin spoke alloys
appear like a twinkling star while spinning and have a simple yet elegant look. Well the rear
windscreen and the boot door is the same. The mirrors finally get side indicators. This is
nothing like I have seen before and is adds a nice unique touch to the car. The good part is the
large glass make visibility a bliss. The bad part is the loading lip is high and hence the bags
have to raised quite a bit to load in the boot space which is also not much. The Triangle wrap
around headlamp looks good and so does the spoiler at the top of the windscreen. The silver
strips on the sides look nice. The blue instrument cluster is a three pod cluster with
speedometer in the centre and the tachometer to the left with fuel and other info to the right.
The Blue backlight looks good. THe centre console is all black. The dashboard is all black. You
get two interior options otherwise that are black or beige. This is for the seats and the door
panels. The chrome strip on the dash remains the same irrespective the colour of the interiors.
Sadly they are so close that you accidently keep nudging it. The rear seat is flat and so is the
bump on the floor which is almost flat. The beige makes the car feel more roomy. Other than
this, there is no change on the New Honda Brio The front seats continue to have fixed
headrests. They are large and comfortable. The space offered in the New Honda Brio is good
enough. This makes it a good option to consider, as it has good interior space in both the rows.
The only downside of the New Honda Brio is its small boot. This is tiny and even the access to it
is poor. The loading lip is very high making it difficult put and remove things. This mill churns
about 88bhp of power and Nm of torque. This i-VTEC engine is a highly refined mill. The good
bit about New Honda Brio engine is its performance. It has more than sufficient power to drive
in the city. In fact it is quite peppy. Sometime back I had written an article where the automatic
gave more. It is how brands develop the ecu for efficient management of power and efficiency. If
you love to drive, manual it is. If city traffic is what your nemesis is, then automatic. Zipping
around in city traffic is effortless especially with the automatic. The suspension is soft and
takes care of most of the bad roads, undulations and speed breakers unless the car is heavily
loaded with people, by that I mean all 4 people. The soft suspension does lower the car quite a
bit. If the signal is your start line you may be the 1st to heave a start. The automatic is
responsive but the manual is quicker. If at all Honda had a glitch it would be the CVT automatic.
That feels like a drag. The Brios overtakes efficiently too. Honda have ticked all the right boxed.
What else could you ask for in a small car. Also giving you options for automatic and manual.
Honda have done their best to provide power and efficiency and it shows in bold. All the fields
are required. Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. The impressive design of
Honda Brio including the simple and elegant front looks and killer rear appearance makes it
stand apart from the newly released hatchback cars. The outlook of the car definitely makes
everyone realise the struggle taken in the design. It is not only about its exteriors the cabin
space is also comfortable and deluxe making the journey more pleasing. Many critics believe
that this small car has the power and style to bring change in the Indian car market and only
time can answer this. One of the major problems in India is the growing traffic and parking
problem thus most of the customers prefer small hatchback and in this segment Brio is a very
good option. The company launched the Brio compact hatchback, which became immensely
popular due to its stylish compact design, practicality and peppy performance. By regulating
valve opening to match engine speed, the agile i-VTEC engine adjusts its characteristics to
deliver both superior power and low fuel consumption. The lower variants will receive steel
wheels. The wing mirrors with integrated side turn indicators. The shoulder line will be sharper
and it will run upward toward the rear. The side profile would get crispy sharp character lines
running upward. Moving toward the rear, the Brio might get a conventional frame instead of all
glass appearance. The front grille receives a wider appearance with the Honda signature grille
with the Honda logo at the centre. The headlamps sport a revamped touch as well. The lower
fascia will get larger and bold looking air intake and large air dams at both sides housing the
chrome highlighted fog lamp. The spacious interior of the new Brio can accommodate your
ever-changing lifestyle and make room for all that you need. The Honda Brio surely attracts the

customers with its stylish looks and aggressive design. The features inside the cabin and the
safety features will surely enhance the appeal of the hatchback. Search for: Compare Live chat.
Honda Brio Review. November 10, Posted by: Car Malik. No Comments. Honda Brio Review
Overview: The impressive design of Honda Brio including the simple and elegant front looks
and killer rear appearance makes it stand apart from the newly released hatchback cars. It is
available in colours as:. Category: Reviews , Honda ,. Share this. Leave a Reply Cancel reply.
Best time. Request car price Honda Brio Review. Calculate Payment Honda Brio Review.
Financing calculator. Vehicle price. Period month. Down Payment. Monthly Payment. Offer Price
Honda Brio Review. Trade price. I think the warning light in place of the gauge is quite common
these days in the smaller cars. I remember in the 's the Alfasud had a dual purpose warning
light, which lit up both when the engine was cold no hard driving! View My Garage. Honda
seems to be readying a facelifted version of the current-gen Brio which has been spied in
Indonesia Updated Brio leaked ahead of official debut; to get styling and equipment tweaks
inside out. Last edited by volkman10 : 27th January at The following BHPian Thanks volkman10
for this useful post: sumeethaldankar. Originally Posted by whencut Suhaas, There is a little bit
of a blind spot in Brio as well. At unpredictable junctions, its very tough to sport the odd
motorist or cyclist coming. I have faced it twice in a T-junction. I have to take a right at the
junction and a motorist comes in from the same lane to which i have to take a right and I
couldn't spot him. My car almost brushed his bike but I applied the brakes all of a sudden and
avoided it. I was going at around 20kmph only. It happened twice once with a motorist and then
an auto. So made it a point to be careful at such junctions. No more details available at this
point of time, just hope the hideous RS Mobilio face spotted in Indonesia a few days back is not
introduced as that just ruins the front of the Brio in my opinion. Notwithstanding the positive
points of the Brio, namely a smooth engine and acceptable reliability, i am still not too excited
Brio as a suitable product for current Market in India. It does lack on a lot of important points
where competetion is much better at - namely space, practicality, fuel efficiency etc. I would like
to see Honda completely phase out the Brio and possibly bring something more contemporary,
practical and modern hatchback in its slot. Possibliy a smaller version of the Jazz or maybe
reduce the prices of Jazz cutting down on some features. Originally Posted by DCEite. Last
edited by M00M : 31st January at A Maruthi guy just rammed into me on a traffic signal. To my
surprise Brio took the impact on its bumper alone without the rear glass cracking. The front was
damaged and it's bonet was wide open. Originally Posted by sgiitk. In my Brio S MT, there
seems to be a problem with the gearbox. Shifting into second from third is a pain. It's almost
like the gearbox is resisting the change. Same case from second to first gear. I read somewhere
that around kms, the gearbox "loosens" up or something. Since my daily running is not much
kms done till date , kms is a long way ahead and I don't intend on waiting so long. It has been
serviced thrice till now. I drive other cars too and none of them give me this kind of problem. Is
it a Honda thing or just a defective part? Last edited by Impala59 : 20th February at The gearbox
'opens up' but should not be that baulky. Originally Posted by Impala Originally Posted by
heavenlybull. Service guys have done an 'oil spray' on the gearbox a couple of times which of
course didn't make any difference. I have found out that pressing the clutch fully when shifting
gears helps somewhat. Overall very unhappy with Brio's gearshift quality. My Brio has done km
and I still have this issue. Last edited by aerohit : 22nd February at Proudly powered by E2E
Networks. User Name. Remember Me? New Topics. Mark Forums Read. Page of Thread Tools.
Quote: The spy photos seen show that the updated Brio gets styling tweaks to its front end
which now makes it look quite similar to its big brother, the Mobilio MPV. The grille is now
wider, the headlamps get new inserts and the bumper is new, in line with the styling of the
Mobilio RS which is on sale even in India. The facelifted model is equipped with stylish alloy
wheels and a subtle body kit, which hints at the possibility of a Brio RS version in the future.
The following BHPian Thanks volkman10 for this useful post:. Quote: Originally Posted by
DCEite It does lack on a lot of important points where competetion is much better at - namely
space, practicality, fuel efficiency etc. The following BHPian Thanks sgiitk for this useful post:.
The following BHPian Thanks heavenlybull for this useful post:. Originally Posted by
heavenlybull Service guys have done an 'oil spray' on the gearbox a couple of times which of
course didn't make any difference. View My Garage. Honda to end its entry level hatchbackBrio. No plans of bringing in its replacement. Guys, After exactly 68 months, my dad's Brio
received it's 1st scratch and a deep one. We have swapped cars and while the Brio was very
well maintained, this scratch is making me feel very bad. Even the gloss levels of the car hasn't
gone down. Check the attached images below. This was caused by a Tata Ace when he
accidentally reversed while I was turning towards left. The scratch is very deep and requires
tinkering and full repaint. Rear door corner and quarter panel are the damaged parts. The Local
Honda Body Workshop are quoting the prices as below. Does it cost that much for rear door.

The door by the way is completely operational, there is no need to replace the door. Another
thing is I don't want to claim insurance, as I believe these are common causes in ownership, but
still I feel price is high, the FNGs won't be able to do it as this Urban Titanium is a bit complex
shade. Originally Posted by volkman Last edited by nsbhagwat : 20th November at Reason:
Corrected text. Originally Posted by CarguyNish. I have a six year old Brio which has clocked
70k in this period. Brio has one of the poorest shocks if ride quality is one's priority. Off late
especially after buying new Ford Figo ride quality has deteriorated even further and am
expecting third round of shock assembly replacement is due. While this time , I am not keen to
use stock setup , is there something I could pick from aftermarket which can help situation? I
am willing to forgo few driving dynamics related aspects to improve quality of ride. It is a
second owner vehicle on paper car lease to individual transfer and has run only 18k Kms. The
dealer was able to confirm that it is indeed the same owner from day 1 through service records.
Car is in a very good shape. I am not able to find out what would have been the on road price for
this model when bought. The quote is 3. Wanted to understand from the experts here if this
looks like a good price before I proceed? Originally Posted by DheerajNK. Originally Posted by
blackasta. Also, Brio was not a very successful model. Suggest you check out the orange book
value yourself , and then negotiate down. I am also in the market in search of a Brio. Saw some
cars in the city and the pricings are all betweeen L, while the OBV shows prices around 2 5L.
Seems like Brio has more resale value in cities as it is a very capable city dweller. Brio is an
excellent car. Hi everyone. I've been considering buying a Brio in Bombay for sometime now.
I'm a bachelor and will use it to go to work once in a while and to run errands everyone now and
then. I'm leaning towards it because I've owned Honda's before and I want a small car. I've
found one top model AT where the asking price is 5 and run 16K kms. Was wondering if
someone can give me an idea of the depreciation of the Brio considering it's second hand and
also discontinued. Dealer says I can get everything checked at Honda as well. Originally Posted
by NaderBalooch. Proudly powered by E2E Networks. User Name. Remember Me? New Topics.
Mark Forums Read. Page of Thread Tools. Quote: The company also reported very low
production of Brio in the last two months. It produced units in August and units in September.
The following 2 BHPians Thank volkman10 for this useful post:. The following BHPian Thanks
pavi for this useful post:. The following 2 BHPians Thank simplehuman for this useful post:.
CarguyNish , Thilak Undoubtedly, the Honda Brio is one of the cutest looking city cars in the
Indian market at present. The Brio is the only Honda hatch under-5 lakh on offer in this part of
the world and boasts charismatic looks, peppy motor and chic interiors. With its compact
dimensions, it can zip through jam-packed city roads and is easy to park too. Recently, the
Japanese automaker gave it a facelift, after a good six years of service and mind you, the car
looks sportier and sharper now. The Honda Brio is an excellent car for a person looking for a
fun to drive vehicle and is more concerned with the handling. The cabin appears fresh and is
solidly built. Plus the features on board make the Brio feel bare-bones. Tagging it as a good
family car would be difficult given the competition it encounters. The real compact hatchback
with a adequate engine 1. The best for city drive as it's steering is very smooth which can
actually be operated using a finger don Read More. Even after 7 years, my brio is as smooth as
a new one. Never go to any car garage. Not a It is a very good car in this price range. The engine
is also smooth. The pickup and maintenance are also good. There are a lot of cons in this car
like the infotainment Performance: The Brio can be had with a petrol engine only. The 1. Honda
also offers a 5-speed automatic gearbox with the Brio but it is limited to the top-spec VX variant
only. Fuel economy figures for the Brio stand at Safety: Basic features like dual front airbags,
ABS with EBD and front seatbelt pretensioner with load limiter are limited to the top variant
only. The lower variants get only engine immobiliser for safety. This time our long-termer
garage gets a B-segment car for a while. The Brio we have is the top of the line Brio V that
comes with all the bells and whistles and mainly the automatic transmission option. Inorder, to
further di. Honda Siel Cars India Ltd or HSCI has been around in the Indian car market since a
long time now and has tasted success to highest levels till off late its sales dipped to an all time
low. There was a spot of worry, Honda in India had the Jazz as its smallest offering but many
thought it was overpri. Vipul asked on 2 Feb The exact information regarding the cost of the
spare parts of the car can be on Anand asked on 1 Feb As of now, there is no official update
from the brand's end. Stay tuned for Mithil asked on 1 Oct For the availability of and prices of
spare parts, we would suggest you walk int Saurabh asked on 10 Sep For the availability and
cost of spare parts, we would suggest you walk into the Thank you for sharing your experience
with us. Really nice car.. Brio-AT is not worth de money we pay. Gifted this car to my wife
birthday gift and later we had regreted. Those who have a experience in driving and has decent
tech knowledge, will not like this car as the gear transmission AT is horrible and not very
smooth. Milege in City- 8 to 9 and on Highway - Service through Dealers in Chennai will be one

more worst experience and none can solve customers tech query. Honda Brio Change car. Key
Specs of Honda Brio Engine : cc. BHP : Mileage : Specs and Features. Honda Brio VX Rs 2.
Honda Brio 1. Maruti Eeco. Eeco Price in New Delhi. Hyundai Santro. Santro Price in New Delhi.
Maruti Alto Alto Price in New Delhi. Maruti Swift. Swift Price in New Delhi. Datsun GO. GO Price
in New Delhi. View All Variants. CarDekho Experts: Tagging it as a good family car would be
difficult given the competition it encounters. Things We Like Contemporary, high quality
interiors Offers excellent handling; brisk enough for city roads. Stand Out Features. Write Your
Review. The real compact hatch. By aagmanbatra. By nivedita Verified Buyer. By ajay. Average
car It is a very good car in this price range. By chayan sonthalia. By arjun dahiya. Brio Reviews.
CarDekho in2mins. Brio Videos. Brio Images. By Saransh May 15, By Saransh Mar 12, By Sonny
Feb 11, By Anonymous Jan 18, By CarDekho Dec 04, Honda News. By Rahul May 04, Honda Brio
AT Brio-matic. By Rahul Oct 06, By CarDekho Sep 03, Honda Brio Road Test. Are you
Confused? Latest Questions. How much is the lock set for Honda Brio? Vipul asked on 2 Feb
The exact information regarding the cost of the spare parts of the car can be on By Cardekho
experts on 2 Feb Answer View Answer. What is the expected launch date of Honda Brio? Anand
asked on 1 Feb As of now, there is no official update from the brand's end. By Cardekho experts
on 1 Feb What is the price of Honda Brio motorized side view mirror? Mithil asked on 1 Oct For
the availability of and prices of spare parts, we would suggest you walk int By Cardekho experts
on 1 Oct What is the mileage of Honda Brio petrol? Sharish asked on 14 Sep By Cardekho
experts on 14 Sep What's the cost of Honda Brio rear AC cable? Saurabh asked on 10 Sep For
the availability and cost of spare parts, we would suggest you walk into the By Cardekho
experts on 10 Sep View all Questions. Write a Comment Read More Write a Reply Write a Reply
Popular Upcoming. Honda City 4th Generation Rs. Honda City Rs. Honda Amaze Rs. Honda
Civic Rs. Honda Jazz Rs. Honda Cars. Honda HR-V Rs. Honda Brio Rs. Upcoming Honda Cars.
Diesel Manual, Diesel, View My Garage. The Honda Brio has been launched in India at a price of
3. Last edited by GTO : 11th October at Reason: Adding link to Brio Automatic. The following 30
BHPians Thank. It's all about market-share, honey! As recent as , Honda was the No. Poor
business decisions, grossly overpricing a potential volume car the Jazz and the inability to
quickly react to changing market conditions saw Honda eventually get overtaken by Toyota.
And from its once No. While the City regained its no. There is no doubt though that the Jazz is
one of the best hatchbacks in the market for the money. The Brio couldn't have arrived a
moment too soon. Marking Honda's entry into the sub-5 lakh rupee volumes segment for the
first time, it's an important car for the Japanese manufacturer Spend a little time with the car
and you'll realise that Honda is no longer willing to make mistakes. More on that in the ensuing
posts. Us Indians and the Japanese have a similar approach to small cars; we prefer
space-efficient, value for money and fuel-efficient hatchbacks. European priorities, on the other
hand, are vastly different. India-specific changes include a retuned suspension, an additional 15
mm of ground clearance and a different interior shade. That said, petrol-only cars like the
Hyundai i10 still manage to bring respectable numbers home. I had very low expectations of the
car's design. Pictures of the bright green colored Thai Brio, which have been doing rounds on
the Internet, looked disappointing. The Brio wears modern clothes, and has Honda DNA weaved
into it; the lights, the grille and the overall profile are unmistakably Honda, with the Brio looking
its part as the Jazz' younger sibling. Unlike Toyota and its conservative Liva, Honda's effort is
far more " with the times ". But the car has a small footprint with its compact dimensions length
of only 3, mm. Plus, the unconventional rear end design is, well, awkward and opinions will
inevitably end up polarized on the same. The all-glass hatch is a clear sign of cost-cutting,
reminding one of the '84 Maruti in feel. Body panels are fitted with tight, consistent tolerances
as well. The quality of plastic and rubber used, especially the door beadings, is light years
ahead of what I have seen on the Figo, Polo and Punto. The glass hatch feels sturdy and is fitted
well; it does not feel fragile even when you shut with a heavy hand. The Brio's kerb weight is
kilos base variant , that's about 40 kg lesser than the new Swift. Honda insists that the rear
frame is sufficiently stiffened from the safety point of view, and adds that the Brio has cleared
Japanese crash tests which are supposed to be more stringent than European standards. The
Jazz doesn't have climate control and thus, I didn't expect it on the Brio either. Items that are
conspicuous by their absence are the rear defogger, driver's seat height adjustment, CD player
if you aren't from the MP3 generation and a modern antenna current is a pull-out type!!! Rear
3-quarter is a love-it-or-hate-it design: No dog bar, with the air-con condensor far out in the
front. Fairly loud horn: Single washer unit throws out 3 jets of water. Look similar to the ones on
the Cedia, wot? Pull-out antenna similar to Alto and ! This is on a large speed bump outside the
Indian Navy, Vizag. Reason: Removing old comment on AT. The following 25 BHPians Thank.
When you sit inside the Brio for the first time, you will be pleasantly surprised with the interior
quality. There is no hint of cost cutting, be it the plastics, fit, finish or the seat fabric. Obviously,

there is no soft touch dashboard in here, yet the interiors feel better than most other cars from
the segment. Whatever cost cutting is there, it is not that obvious. Inside the seat back pocket,
you'll find soft textured material. The rear bottle-holder between the front seats has a small
carpet on its base. GTO had driven the Toyota Liva a month back, and he commented that the
interiors don't feel anywhere as built to a cost as the Liva's. I really liked the seat fabric; the
cushioning was rather decent and you could easily pass it off in a C segment sedan. The color
palette is similar to other Hondas sold in India. Honda say they did this intentionally as a design
touch, but it doesn't work for me at all. For an entry level Honda, it has stylish door open levers
silver aluminium finish for the V variant, beige for the lower variants. The V variant gets beige
carpeting, while the lower variants get black. The dashboard looks basic for the most part. It
isn't very deep like in other cab forward designs. Strangely, the stereo is positioned and angled
towards the front passenger, and away from the driver. If there is any variant without steering
mounted audio controls, then it's an area of complaint. As is typical with Honda cars, most
buttons are from the XL size parts bin, including those for the stereo and air-conditioner. The
meter cluster stays illuminated during the day and is very easy to read on the go. The basic MID
only displays trip meter info and average fuel consumption. The Brio's steering is small in size
and wonderful to hold. It doesn't get leather cladding, yet the soft touch rubber feels high
quality too. There is no driver seat height adjustment, not even on the top end V variant. This is
a feature that women in particular are drawn to. The seats are placed on the lower side this is no
tallboy hatchback and you will have to sit down on the seat. The A pillar is thick, but doesn't
obstruct visibility that much, partly due to the low positioning of the ORVMs wing mirrors. All
round visibility is top notch, further aided by the huge greenhouse. Shorter drivers, though, will
miss seat height adjustment on the low-set seat, and will have to crane their necks from time to
time. The rear hatch is a full glass unit, thus you can literally look down on the road behind you.
Reversing is a breeze; stones or a footpath right behind won't pose any issue. The ORVMs are
decently sized and have a wide field of vision. The interior mirror, on the other hand, is narrower
than I usually prefer. The front seats have phenomenal knee room, thanks to the large travel
range of the seats and scooped in dashboard. Plus, with the huge front windows, the cabin feels
very airy. The front seats have integrated neck restraints cost-cutting. They reasonably protrude
out so, you can comfortably rest your head on them from time to time. The thin front seats also
get nice lateral support by hatchback standards. There is no seatbelt height adjustment, a
feature even the Maruti Ritz offers. The Brio's interiors are compact and about the same size as
the outgoing Swift. No, it's no Toyota Liva or even a Ford Figo inside. While the front
passengers have adequate space as is the case with most cars , the back seat is only suited to
medium-sized adults. Two on the back is okay, while a third certainly isn't. Space at the rear is
strictly average, and can at best be termed "adequate" by city hatchback standards. It's
compact, yet more than you'd expect of a car with such a short wheelbase thanks to the
packaging. The rear seat also appears to be pushed far back, clearly prioritising room over boot
space. The end result is a cabin that can hold 4, but not a comfortable five like some larger
hatchbacks. Also, the rear seat back is too short and tall passengers will inevitably find the soft
rear headrests to be placed too low. If you are sitting straight on the rear seat, a 5'10" guy has
about 2 inches clearance between the head and roof. But if you rest your head on the neck
restraint, you will have a mere 2 cms of clearance from the roof. The rear windows are
noticeably smaller than the ones at the front. On the positive side, the rear floor hump is
marginal probably an inch in height and not massive like in the Polo. The rear door armrest is
small and should serve the purpose for short commutes. The back bench overall is like that of
any other compact city hatchback; don't expect Vista-like comfort or space. It was mentioned in
the pre-launch Brio thread that the Thai version does not get a heater and front windshield
defogger. Well, the Indian Brio has both. They also have a full close function which,
unfortunately, doesn't really shut them airtight. Some amount of cool air still finds its way
through. There is a reasonable amount of storage space in here. The glove box size is par for
the course although the XL size lid would have you believe otherwise , and the front door
pockets are wide. They can hold 1 litre bottles too. Two large cup-holders are placed right ahead
of the gear lever, with another storage cubicle thrown in. The small sized boot won't really
accommodate your out-of-town luggage, especially if the wife doesn't pack light. The load bay
is rather high, and the boot runs deep inside. Thus, you'll have to "pick up" luggage items and
then place them down. The rear seat can be folded to create more space when the flexibility is
required. No, there is no split folding option or the Jazz' magic seats. The all-glass hatch results
in your luggage being clearly visible from the outside. A parcel tray is a must. High quality
steering is fabulous to hold: Easy-to-read dial arrangement. Brown accents look tacky in an
otherwise classy colour palette: Jazz' golf ball gearshift knob. Lots of part sharing with other
Hondas: Thin front seats offer decent support, especially lateral. Integrated neck restraints are a

cost cutting measure: Just like the City, the Brio's stereo has no CD player. Fitting an
after-market head unit will not require a dash kit. Sound quality is pretty good for a small car.
Steering mounted audio controls are standard on the S and V variants: No climate control on
the City or Jazz, thus we didn't expect it on the Brio either. No dead pedal though: Stylish door
panel, save for the hideous exposed body colour inside the pockets: Wing mirrors offer a good
field of view I'd prefer a size wider: Chunky control stalks exude quality: Chrome-ringed air
vents look classy. When fully shut, well, they aren't! Neat: Limited rear bench space is similar to
that of most other compact cars. Last edited by GTO : 27th September at Reason: Minor typos.
The following 27 BHPians Thank. The Brio is powered by the same 1. It has a slightly lower
power rating made at a slightly lower rpm. Plumbing for the air intake is hooked up to the
underside of the bonnet: Thanks to a kerb weight that's kilos lesser than the Jazz, the Brio's
power to weight ratio is superior. This is obvious as soon as you start driving. Pulling away
from a standstill, the motor appears to have more pep; even the gearing feels shorter than the
Jazz. I expected the Jazz' weak bottom end response but was in for a pleasant surprise. The
Brio is far easier to live with at low rpms, and within the city. Make no mistake, this is no Santro
1. Bring the car to a near crawl, and you can manage to get away in 2nd gear itself. No
downshift to 1st or clutch slipping, required. The Brio will feel completely at home crawling in
rush-hour traffic. The real fun though is on the open road. Simply put, the Brio is more fun to
drive than even the Jazz. Out on national highways, the Brio can get thoroughly entertaining to
drive. In good hands, it can easily keep up with and embarrass some cars from two segments
higher. You make rapid progress on the open road, and all that's required to overtake fast
moving vehicles is a downshift. The engine is easily capable of going higher up, but Honda's
engineers decided otherwise. At kph in 5th gear, the engine is spinning at rpm. A bright green
ECO light on the console illuminates when you are in an rpm range that maximises fuel
efficiency. A variety of parameters including current gear, speed, road incline etc. NVH is good
and nearly at par with the Jazz. Idle is super silent. However, the engine can get fairly vocal at
the top end enthusiasts will appreciate, regular joes may not. GTO commented there is no
excessive road or suspension noise like he observed in the Liva. Note that road noise is higher
at the back than the front, thanks to the lack of wheel well cladding at the rear see picture. It
must be mentioned that the exhaust note is sweet at high revvs. The Brio gets conventional
McPherson struts up front, while the rear suspension is based on the H-shape torsion beam.
The rear end feels firmer than the softer front; Indian Hondas usually have it the other way
around. Then, the wheelbase is also amongst the smallest from the segment. The result is a ride
that is imperfect, and far from luxurious. You won't complain here. But when the roads get
rough - a frequent occurrence in India, you'll find the Brio crashing through potholes. Even on
typically Indian highways, the Brio's ride feels choppy at speed, especially at the back.
Excessive vertical movement continues, long after you have crossed an unleveled spot on the
highway. Most large bumps can truly send a jolt on the inside especially at the rear. You will
need to slow down for those bumps that you could easily get away with in a Figo or Vista. At
highway speeds, all abnormalities like joints and other road imperfections filter in to the cabin.
Few short wheelbase cars ride well, the Brio being no different. GTO says that, in terms of
comfort, there is no comparison with the Liva On the other hand, the short wheelbase makes
the Brio a fun, chuckable car to drive. The chassis is balanced, and the Brio can be huge fun on
twisties. It has a kind of agility that the bigger, heavier hatchbacks will find hard to match. You
can literally pick up this car from one corner and throw it into the next, like a go-kart. Of course,
there is the typical under steer on the limit, and body roll of mass market hatchbacks too, but
the Brio is still a lot of fun. But it's no Ford Figo steering. There is some vagueness around the
center position at fast speeds too. The masses will love how the steering is light at parking
speeds, and feels over assisted in the city. Enthusiasts will find the steering too light for
spirited driving. It does not weigh up adequately at highways speeds. Small cars have come a
long way in terms of highway stability. At kph, the Brio's composure is perfect with no hint of
nervousness. The Brio feels sufficiently planted even when changing lanes on the highway. The
compact dimensions, short wheelbase, small turning radius only 4. The Indian version gets mm
of clearance, that's 15 mm more than the Thai car. This is a rare Honda that you won't be
scraping on speed breakers, due to the short wheelbase and a rear end that doesn't sag. Of
course, we leave final judgement to our Bangalore members who somehow end up with the
largest speed humps in the country! Last edited by GTO : 1st April at Reason: Max torque made
at 4, rpm. The following 39 BHPians Thank. D , flyingkolors , GTO , guyfrmblr , jessie ,
KMohanan , kunaldhami , mh09ad , nair , Nazaar25 , pjbiju , PuntoMania , rameshnanda ,
RavenAvi , Researcher , rudder , samabhi , samm , sdp , seedyk , shuvc , suhaas , uday. A 2
year extended warranty package will be offered. Fuel tank capacity is 35 liters. Unless they tilt
their heads. Thus, if priced well, India could well become the single largest market for the Brio.

Related Discussion. They covered all the expenses for this driving event. The following 37
BHPians Thank. The smaller yet significant things: Front wheel well cladding? Check: Rear
wheel well cladding? One of the reasons that road noise is more on the back seat: A closer look
at the lower variant's wheel cap: GTO says that the key and key chain are identical to that of his
Civic. Knowing Honda, don't expect an integrated remote on the spare key: That's the max that
the rear window will roll down to: Rotary air-con vents can swivel in any way you like: Exposed
metal looks garish, wouldn't you agree? Both sun visors get vanity mirrors: Average
fuel-efficiency displayed: Zooming in on the steering mounted audio controls: Love the way that
the rear power window switch housing scoops out toward you: Both seats get back pockets:
Funky door handles from the common parts bin:. Last edited by GTO : 8th September at
Reason: Spell check. The following 36 BHPians Thank. P , Carb , ciddharth , da. Immensely
pleasurable to drive more than the Jazz!!! Simply love fast cars, and the Brio is amongst the
quickest from its segment. That engine just loves to be revved, and revved again Cars like the
Figo, Liva, Vista and gang are in a different league altogether when it comes to ride comfort.
And the weird rear end design isn't to my taste either; I prefer the cleaner look of the Liva.
Shocked to see the lack of a very vital rear defogger! This is a necessity in our driving
conditions. That apart, the Brio has the necessities To me, these three outclass every other
petrol hatchback from the segment. Honda is still not receiving full supplies from Japan
Earthquake tragedy and I'd expect high volumes to only kick in after a quarter. I thoroughly
enjoyed high-revving this car with you Anshuman, and I greatly respect your attention to detail.
Thanks for contributing the best, most unbiased review there is on the Brio today. Brilliant
review, guys! Thanks The Brio is a very impressive little car! And the fact that it's actually fun to
drive sweetens the deal that much more for us petrol heads! I recently test drove the i10 and
although it does everything well - it somehow didn't strike a chord with me! Great car, but it
lacked that element of fun which I wanted. Going by this review the Brio seems to deliver - and
how! Props to Honda for bringing a quality product to our shores - the Etios could learn a thing
or two about quality. I think Honda have their targets set on the i10 and Hyundai have every
reason to be alert. Perhaps they'll finally launch the i10 diesel? God bless competition! Last
edited by anekho : 8th September at Great review GTO and Anshuman! Looks like most of my
doubts have been answered. IMO: High points of the Brio, in context with competition: - Good to
see that Honda has tweaked the engine and gearbox for city-driving. We need that torque lower
in the rev-range, unlike the Jazz, which needs to be kept on the boil. The quality of the material
in the interior is a great plus-point, especially over the Etios Liva. The photos clicked by you'll
throw it in better light. We've always had a problem with that in our Jazz and our Civic. Looks
like Honda has given it some thought and studied our market pretty well. Some low points: Cannot believe that something as mundane as a rear-windshield wash-wipe has been omitted. I
wasn't expecting it to come with it anyway. But the driver's seat height-adjust is something the
should have included, at least as an option. And what's with Honda not including a CD player? I
know that this is , but c'mon?! Why the same ol' boring key? If we do buy the Brio, then we'd
have three Hondas under one roof, and the keys are bound to get mixed up! Last edited by
suhaas : 8th September at That was a great review Anshuman and GTO, thanks a ton. It
removes most of the doubts in mind of potential customers. One question from my side, if a
person of 6 feet sits in the rear seat, how much is the clearence to the top. And for the same
person sitting in rear, how far is his head from the rear glass, it looks pretty closer to the rear
passenger's head. Good Gaon mod with a too Good review! Rated it a deserved 5 star. Wonder
when will an official review of the New Swift come about. Great review Anshuman. At first glace
the rear lights reminded me instantly of the Civic. It looks like the Civic's rear light has been
chopped off somewhere and fitted to the Brio. Im also disappointed that the rear is as bouncy
as mentioned and that means Swift and i10 will be a notch better? Why this is not even available
with a Diesel option which will swing in the Swift's way and no autobox, will swing in the i10's
way. Very detailed review! Originally Posted by. Honda did this intentionally as a design touch.
Very detailed review. A silly question: Which color looked the best in flesh? Nice short n punchy
review. No AT another hopeful gone down the drain No rear parcel tray thief magnet To each his
own I do not like these : rear styling The glass comes down too much, the bumper goes up too
much exposed seat pockets that metal shall start getting hideous scratches Also - the stereo
and dash area looks kind of cheap. Somehow I feel the stereo is not very matching with the
dash. If one has to enjoy a Honda on budget - then this is it. Last edited by blackasta : 8th
September at Proudly powered by E2E Networks. User Name. Remember Me? New Topics. Mark
Forums Read. Page 1 of Thread Tools. Both sun visors get vanity mirrors: Average
fuel-efficiency displayed: Zooming in on the steering mounted audio controls: Love the way that
the rear power window switch housing scoops out toward you: Both seats get back pockets:
Funky door handles from the common parts bin: Last edited by GTO : 8th September at Posts:

1, Thanked: Times. The following BHPian Thanks suhaas for this useful post:. Quote: Originally
Posted by. Originally Posted by volkman Honda to end its entry level hatchback- Brio. No plans
of bringing in its replacement. View My Garage. Originally Posted by sgiitk. Honda has moved
on. Amaze is essentially a Brio with a boot. A nice car at that. My d-i-l has one. The new amaze
is still a Brio platform, with new outer skin and dashboard and slightly more wheelbase. Look
under the car and you will know. Nothing wrong with that, just saying. Originally Posted by
aerohit. Originally Posted by blackwasp. I have a query. My Brio has finally started acting up
post almost 5 years of no issues ownership. The engine checklight came on To put into
perspective in 46 months the car has done kms. Not much at all. It is used to drop the kids to
school and pick them up. About than a km including to and fro. I sent the car to the service
center. The ran the scan and came back with no faults. No rats no sensor issue. Hence they
suggested to change the ECM. Given that this costs 14k I was skeptical. I did not go ahead and
took the car back. Continued to run the car as usual and sure enough by the next week the
engine check light disappeared. However it came on the very next day to go away again.
Currently no issue. I am curious is there anyway to figure this out and solve the issue without
changing the ECM. Given that the car works flawlessly is there a need to go to the workshop if
the engine check light reappears. Originally Posted by arakhanna. My Brio has finally started
acting up post almost 5 years of The following BHPian Thanks bj96 for this useful post: hellmet.
This seems like a deja vu. I had my Brio ECU replaced last month. Running was as low as yours
and used for similar purpose. Now the Check engine light does not come for no reason. When
there is a reason it would normally log the error code. Error code description can be google
searched. Since my car was under extended warranty i got it changed with Solitaire. I did not tell
them that i had already scanned the car and knew the error but insisted that they fix the problem
and when the said ECU issue i insisted that they replace it under warranty. By any chance your
vehicle has been even minutely flooded this season in Mumbai. Not saying drowned but even
like lower seat touched water. I had this happen to my CITY this monsoon. Water and moisture
can do weird things to Car Electrical systems. However to start with since your car is also out of
warranty try using an alternate battery and also clean your spark plugs and see if there are any
loose contacts. In my case the Check engine light was On all the time after it came till the part
replacement. I don't think I have come of such an instance in this thread. I currently have a Brio
AT at home which was our primary car till after which it's been mostly used for running errands
till date. This space can be accessed by crouching under the dashboard through the passenger
footwell. This is when I noticed something shocking. There was rust formation in the metal
structure used. The car was already scheduled for a service next month so had asked ASS to
check and let me know the reason. They informed that all brio,amaze models have this and it's
nothing to worry about but I think they just passed it off without looking at the issue. Can other
brio owners confirm this? I forgot about this issue and today I was suddenly reminded about it.
My Brio is now 5 years old and done only 45k km but is one of the best cars i have own. Its a
black beauty. Still looks new and i am surprised and happy that no creaks or niggles inside
cabin thus far. The highway runs are still smooth and overtaking is easy and in city its just a
breeze to roam and park around. My wife loves it and i have no plans to sell it. A few pics after
one of the servicing done last year. Last edited by benbsb29 : 16th December at Reason: Fixed
attachment tag. Originally Posted by Teqhead. Last edited by arindambasu13 : 16th December
at Originally Posted by arindambasu It is a very well built vehicle, with hard wearing parts - one
of those Honda cars with relatively good build quality. I am in fact quite surprised at the aplomb
with which the tough little car handles and navigates the bad roads in Bangalore. Has served us
faithfully for a long time, and there is actually no real replacement that I can think of - neither
any reason to replace it. It is a pleasure to drive and punt around in traffic, given the great all
round visibility, fantastic power to weight ratio and superlative manoeuvrability. A perfect city
car. Last edited by Teqhead : 17th December at Reason: Adding info. Weird Gearbox Issue.
Hello Guys! I have been having some serious gearbox issues with my Honda Brio. The thing is,
the gearbox in my brio over the years has become clunky and extremely rubbery. So much so,
that I have to use extra effort to slot into the second gear. But here is the real issue, and bear
with me because this may sound extremely stupid. The ruberry nature of my gearbox depends
on the cabin temperature. Yes, It sounds that stupid. I have this issue more in the winters when
the cabin of the car is cold, but if i park it under the sun and set off in a while the gearbox
becomes smooth, even it does not stick as much in the second gear. With the tempratures
dropping now. Can anyone tell me what the problem is?? Am i missing something??? Re: Weird
Gearbox Issue. Last edited by Reinhard : 18th December at Originally Posted by Reinhard. Can
you open the boot cover around the gear shift stick from its base in the center console? Its
working better in hot temperature probably because of the residuals that melt in higher
temperature a bit. The wires had rusted a bit in my Vista and I had a similar issue. If not this -

the gearbox itself might be running low on lubrication. Proudly powered by E2E Networks. User
Name. Remember Me? New Topics. Mark Forums Read. Page of Thread Tools. The following
BHPian Thanks bj96 for this useful post:. Quote: Originally Posted by arakhanna I have a query.
CarguyNish , myavu. The following 2 BHPians Thank arindambasu13 for this useful post:.
CarguyNish , Teqhead. Weird Gearbox Issue Hello Guys! Re: Weird Gearbox Issue Quote:
Originally Posted by Reinhard Can you open the boot cover around the gear shift stick from its
base in the center console? Honda has launched the Brio facelift at a starting price of Rs. Like
its predecessor, the facelifted Brio only gets a petrol engine, and is offered in three trim levels E, S and VX. Both manual and automatic gearbox combinations are on offer with the top-end
trim. Changes on the outside include a new gloss black front grille that gets chrome detailing on
the lower edge. The front bumper too has been redesigned, as it gets a larger air dam and
beefier fog lamp housings. No changes have been made to the sides and even the alloy wheels
are the same units that were found on the pre-facelift model. The rear gets a slightly tweaked
pair of tail lights and a tailgate spoiler that houses a
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n LED stop lamp. The biggest change is on the inside, as the Brio facelift gets a new all-black
dashboard, similar to the one offered on the Amaze facelift and the BR-V. The system also
supports hands-free telephony. The lower variants feature beige upholstery for the seats and
door pads, while the top-end VX trim gets an all-black cabin. Powering the Honda Brio facelift is
the 1. It is mated to either a 5-speed manual or a 5-speed automatic gearbox. The company
claims a fuel economy figure of The list of safety features includes dual airbags, anti-lock
braking system ABS , electronic brake-force distribution EBD , and seatbelt pre-tensioners with
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